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view of any other, transaction. Every trsosaction T has
associated with it two sets, READSET
and
WRI’k’EStiT(T), which are, ‘respectively, ihp se& of items
read a&
written
by T.
We assume that
WRITESET
C READSET(Tj, an4 that data are fully
replicated, i.e. that there is a copy of ‘&eryLdata-$tem at
every site. .

Ahstlract
Partitioning of a distributed data base requires
either that update activity be restricted or that a stre
tegy for conflict resolution and partition merging be used
once communication is restored. The graph-theoretic
approach used by Davidson follows the latter approach
and can be used to show that finding an optimum solution to the general problem is NP-complete. We give
several methods of reducing the size of the graphs
involved. Two open subproblems are shown to be NPcomplete, while an extension of a known polynomial-time
subproblem is given. Simulation results are used to study
both the amount of compression achieved by the graph
reduction techniques and their effects on heuristics for the
problem. In addition, some modifications are made to
existing heuristics to improve their performance. A simple probabilistic model is developed and compared to the
simulation results.

A parlition of the DDB ls a maximal subset of communicating sites. Sitti oi cOr&nuni~~~ion linit failures
may separate the DDB into more lthan one partition,
whereas site or link recoveries &ay require that &rtitions
be .mePged. The system is said bo be paddtioiud at any
time that it is composed of mbre than one partition. We
assume that within a partitiin tlie transaction bCtivity
corresponds to some, serial schedule, d
that thii
schedule can be derived by any member of the partition
(using the history described below).

1.1. Description
1. Auumptiom

and Deflnitiona

Strategies to allow a partitioned DDB to continue

A diitributed database (DDB) consists of a set of
data-itcmd {a,, . ... do} and a set of den {aI, .... eN}
that are connected by bidirectional communication links.
We assume that during normal operation any site can
send a message to any other site. The values oi dataitems are manipulated by transactions, which have the
property that their actions are atomic from the point of

functioning

generally

fall

into

one of two categories.

Most previous methods have been deterministic, guaranteeing that conflicts will be avoided. This category
includes voting schemes [Gifl70, Thom78], token passing,
and so on. A problem with these schemes is that failures
may occur in such a way that no partition can perform
updates; for example, in a voting scheme, no partition
may have a majority.
In contrast, the second category of
algorithms is probabilistic and allows each partition to
perform updates that might conflict with updates in
another partition. Such strategies are called optimistic by
Davidson [Davi82] because they assume that the number
of conflicts will be small. When communication between
two or more partitions is restored, the partitions must
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their

actions

during

partitioning,

detect

.--_-

conflicts, then back out (undo) transactions until no
conflicts remain. To simplify the diiussion, we shall
assume that only two partitions are to be reconnected at
a time. However, the method described generalizes to
any number of partitions.
-The approach used here requires that whenever the
DDB is partitioned, each partition Pi must maintain a
history of the READSET and WRITESET of all transactions Tlj that have committed (IN&~
completed) in
that partition since it was formed, alongwith the order in
which the transactions committed. When two partitions
are reconnected, each partition derives a serial schedule
Hi for its partition using the history it has maintained
(we assumed thii to be possible earlier). The serial
&hedules are then used tb 6onstruct a precedence graph.
1.1 pavi82J. Let HI=Tll, T12,...,T,,
and H2=Ts1, T2),...,T,,,, be serial schedules from partitions P1 and P2 respectively. ,The preecdentc prapk
C(Hl,H2)=-( V,E) is the digriph defined by:
Dcanitbn

(1) i = { TII,...,.~I,,~ u { Ttl,..., T2nl.
(2) E = {Dependency Edges} u {Precedence Edges} u
{Interference Edges}, where
(a) Dependency Edges’ -there is a dependency
edge T*+ Td ifI i<k and there is a data-item
d
such
that
and
d E W!RITESBT(.TJ READSET
(Vj: i< j<k: d f WRITESET(T,,-)).

n

(b) Precedence Edges-there is a precedence edge
T,+ T; iff i<k, there is no dependency edge
Td+Td, and there is a data-item dsuch that
d E READSET(Tti) WRITESET(TJ and
(Vj: i< j<k: d$ WRITESET(T,)).

n

(e) Interference Edges-there is an interference
edge Tli+ Tsj iB there is a data-item d such
that d E READSET(Tli) n WRITESET(Tsj).
(Similarly, for Ts+ T,j.)
For each vertex b E V, the dependtnepact of V,
is the set of all vertices vt in V s.t. there is a
path of dependency edges from v to v’ . For example, in
Fig. 1.1, the dependency set of ‘(I is (a&,
and
dtp(t)~{a,6,e,d}.
Ilo it backed out, then. dtp(v) must
be backed opt, since the values read by the transactions
in dtp(v) depend on the v&ms written by 0. We will we
&p(v),

uk!d ripplee6twh paviq.

e
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Fig. 1.1
the convention that if S is a set of,vertices, dep(S) ia ae
union of the dependency sets of the members of S.
JDavi82Jcontains a proof that C(H&)
is acyclic iff
the combined set of transactions is seriahsable. Thus, if
G contains cycles and we wish to ‘2nd a auirliuble subset of T, u Ts, some transactions (and their dependency
sets) must be backed out until the graph is acyclic. A set
S of vertices’with the property that its removA leaves
’ ‘:
the graph acyclic it klled’a feedbacku&es ret.
We can now state the Pa&w8 Mtrginp Pr+e.t?)
(PM): given a precedence graph C+F,E)
,,and an
integer K>O, is there a ye4 SC V such that +p(S) it g
feedback vertex set of G and Idep(S)1 5 Kl Such a eet
S is called a transaction brekqut ret. The quantity
Idtp(S)I is called the wtight of the set S.

2. Some Propert~ofPmcedeac&Gr~phm

”

This section contains some important lemmas about
the properties of precedence gap&
The $it
of th&a
‘lemmas is that certain edges may be added !or defeted
without affecting the solution to an instance of PM.

Lemma 2.1: Suppose G+V,E) it a &xdente
graph, o,b,e~,V, (o,b)EE is my type of edge, (b,e)~‘ti
‘Let
is a dependency edge, and’ (r,ej#E.
G’ =(V,E’U{(a,e)}),‘wl&e
(o,e) ia of the same type ib
(a$). Then SE V is a backout .set of G H S h’a
backout set of G’ .
Proofi (e= ) Trivial, since G is a subgraph of G# .
(*) Suppose S is a backout set of G. Any cy&’ that
includes (a,~) has a corresponding cycle in which (a,~) is
replaced b) (a,)) and (6,~). h of the latter are broken

’

that do not lie on a cycle. This can be done by Bnding
the strongly connected components of the graph and
deleting all edges that do not connect members of the
same component. This requires node weights (if needed)
to be stored at the nodes, as there would not necessarily
be any way to compute the weights from the reduced

by S. This could be done by removing o, 6, c, or some
other nodes on the cycles involving (a,b) and (6,~).
However, any of those removals will also break all cycles
involving (a,~). Thus, S must be a backout set of G’ .
0
One useful consequence of this lemma is that an
interference edge need only be drawn from a transaction
T to the fid transaction in the other partition that
writes any item read by T. This simplifies constructing
precedence graphs.

vwh.

3. The Complexif

of Par&ion

Merging

This section contains several theoretical results
about the partition merging problem. The first is

Employing the above lemma will never increase the
number of strongly-connected components in the graph.
In particular, individual nodes will never become disconnected. The next lemmas illustrate that in some cases,
edges can be removed in such a way that the number of

Theorem

8.1: The partition merging problem is

NP-complete.”
Proofi We will show that an ,instance of the feedback vertex set problem (does an arbitrary digraph G
have a feedback vertex set of size SK?) is pofynomiaUy
transformable to an instance of the partftion merging
problem. (For a proof that the feedback vertex set prob
l&.mis NP-complete, see e.g. [AHU74J.) Let G=( V,E) be
an arbitrary directed graph. It ‘is obvious that we can
determine in polynomial time if some set S C V iv a transaction backout set of G. We will show how to construct
in polynomial time a graph G’ =( V’ $7,’ ) such that G’
is a precedence graph with a transaction backout set of
weight <I( ifI G has a feedback vertex set of sise sir.

components may increase..
Lemma 23 Let G=( V,E) be a precedence graph,
where (a,b)~E and (b,o)EE are interference edges,
e~dtp(a),
d edtp(b), (c,d)EE, and (e,d)#(o,b).
Then
Ss V is a backout set of G ++ S is a backout set of

G’ =( V,E-{(e,d)}).
ProoR (=+ ) Trivial, since G’ is a subgaph of G.
(e ) Suppose S is a backout set of G’ but not of G.
Any cycle not broken in G must include (c,d), since all
other edgesof G are in G’ . Dut the Zcycle? involving a
and 6 is in G’ and can only be broken by deleting a or
b. Deleting either of these will result in rimoving (e ,d),
so that edge tannot be involved in a cycle in G, a contradiction. Hence, S must be a backout set of G. 0

Define

0’

as

foll0ws:

let

V’

=

and
Vu {v.,: tOlEE),
E’ = {(a,~~), (v4,b): (a,b)EE}. That is, replace each
edge (a,6)~E by two edges, (a,~) and (vd,a). (See

Lemma t.& Let G=( V,E) be.a precedence graph,
where (a,b)E E and (c,b)E E are interference edges,
c E dtp(a), e#6.
Suppose that all cycles involving (c,6)
pass through u. Then ,S c V is a backout ,set of G H S
is a backout set of G’ =( V,E-((c,b)}).

Fig. 3.1.)
Let T1= V and T2=( V’ -V), with H, and Ifs arbitrary orderings of T, and T+ Let E’ consist solely of
interference edges. Then G’ is a precedence graph, and
(Vv E

Proofi (=+ ) Trivial, since G’ is a subgraph of G.
(e ) Suppose that S is a backout set of G’ . Note that
every cycle C involving (e,b) has a corresponding cycle in
which the section of C from a to e and (e,b) is replaced
by (a$). Thii latter cycle is broken by S. Thii could be
done by removing a, b, or some other transaction on the
path from b to a; however, any of these removals will
also break C. Cl

V’ : dep(v)={ v}).

Note that the cycles of G and G’ are in a l-to-1
correspondence. Clearly, any feedback’vertex set S of G
is a feedback vertex set (and thus a transaction baekout
set) of G’ , and since each v E V’ has a dependency set
consisting only of itself, 1S I SK iff w*t(S)gK.
Now suppose that S is a transaction backout set of
G’ . Then there is a transaction backout kset that is no
larger than S and contains only members of V. To see
this, notice that if there were some v E S *with v=v&, we

One easy method of constructing an equivalent precedence graph is to remove all edges (and thus vertices)

8

a+b

backout set for G’ =( V,E-P). To see this, suppose S is
a backout set of G’ . Then it must breah all Zcycles in
G’ (all of which are also in G)! The only way to do thii
is to remove one or both vertices lying on each Z-cycle.
This has the effect of removing UUinterference edges in
G’ (hence G). Since a graph w$h no interference edges
can have no cycles, S is a backout set of G.

adv&-+b

azb

The, above theorem is part&a@y useful since, for
most environments, we would ex’pqt thst very Lfew q&s
will be left after all %cycles are,broken.

illG

in G’

Unfortunately, Theorem 9.2 does not extend to more
than 2 partitions.6 We will show this using a r&t&ted

Rig. 3.1

form of the problem *‘do& G havi’a vertex covers of size
SK?” -(VC), which is NfQomplete, etien for cubic $&ar
.,.:,*-,j
graphs’ [GaJo79]. We witl &st show that’ a rest&ted
version of VC’ on ‘cubic planar graphs is NP-complete.
Next, we will show how to convert k’ ‘itance,of&is
problem to an instance of PM that has only three pa&tions and all interference edges lying on Zcycles.

could replace it in S by 6, since any cycle that includes
vd must include 6. Call S’ the set derived from S by
doing
all
such
8 replacements.
Since
(Vv E V’ : dcp(v)=(v}), JS’ JSIC and S’ is a feedback
vertex set of G. 0
This proof holds ‘only if the number of items in the
database is unbounded, since the number of items needed
is of the order of the number of edges in the graph G. ff
the number of items is a constant, the problem can be
solved in polynomial time.’ [WrSk33J. However, it seems
likely that in those environments for which the optimistic
protocol is suited, the number of data’ items will be much
larger than the number of transactions.

Lemma ,&,& The vertes~ cover: problnm ’ b NPcomplete for cubic planar graphs that :do not have K4 av
a component.
Pro&
Let G be a eubio phndr grgph,T We can
easily find the K, .eomponents of+G ia p4ynomiaf4me.
(They are simply those componenti containing~ exa&ly 4
vertices.) Assume that there are m such. comport&s, and
let G’ be the subgraph of G formed by deleting a&l,&se
components. Since K1 has a vertex qwer co&sting of
any 3 of its vertices, G’ has a vertex cewsofdze sC;in
G has a cover of size K+ 3m, Cl

In a real database system, one partition might be
“privileged” ‘in that its transactions would never be
backed out. This restriction does not help, .however,
since the construction used in the previous proof only
removes nodes from one partition, we ian conclude’

Lemma 3.l: Every cubie planar graph G=fV;E)
that does not have K~..asa component can be ~ZColo&d
.
‘,:
in polynomial time.
I’
Pro& see JLova75J.’
‘
Theorem 3.6: PM js NP-complete ,for pr&&n~
graphs of 3 or more partitiQng &en if all interference
edges lie on Zcycles.
,

Corollary
3.1: The partition merging problem
with one partition ineligible for backout is NP-complete.
Even if a problem is NP-complete, it may have sub
problems that can be solved in polynomial time. JDavi82J
contains one such example:
‘i’hqxeun LPI: Let G=( V,E) be a precedence
graph for two partitions such that all edges are either
dependency edges or are interference edges that lie on Z
cycles. Then a solution to PM can be faund in polyno=
mial time. 0

1

Davidson’s proof actually allows a more general conclusion. Suppose P C E be the set of precedence edgesin
E. ThenanySEEisabackoutsetforGi8itisa
%rmlt due to M. Krenkl of Cornell University.

‘A graphis cubic if all of ik vertices have degree3.

9

Proof: Let G=( V,E) be a cubic pianar graph that
does not contain K,. We will construct in polynomial
time a precedence graph G’ =( V,E’ ) for 3 partitions
with the property that G has a vertex cover of size SK
iR G’ hss ,a backout’ set of sise SK. Define G’ as follows: replace each edge {a,b}~E in G with two
directed. edges’(a$) and (6,s) in E’ . Let each edge in
E’ be’an interference‘ edge. Construct a 8coloring for
G, and use the colors as names for the partitions in G’ .
Then there will be no interference edges connecting two
members of the same partition. Suppose S E V is a vertex cover of G but not a baekout set of 0’. But every
edge in G (hence G’ ) is incident on a member of S and
hence no cycle can exist. Contrariwise, suppose S s V is
a backout set of Cf. In particular, this means that all
Zcycles of G’ are broken by S. Dut every edge in G’ is
on a Zcycle (corresponding to an edge in G) and hence S
.must be a vertex cover of G, 0
4. Simul8tion

of‘b8ckoalt

4.1. Using Reduced- Grapha
One important simulation goal was to diver
what
effect the use of reduced graphs would have on the
backout rates of various heuristics. It seemed possible
that the graph reductions might either cause improvement (by eliminating spurious nodes from consideration)
or degradation (by eliminating significant nodes from consideration). In practice, neither of these occurred: results
with extensive reduction (making full use of the graph
reduction lemmas) and simple reduction (stronglyconnected component construction only) had no
significant differences between them.
Although reduction does not cause major- improve
ments in backout rates, it has other merits, r.thq ,running time of some heuristics can.be signiticantly improved
by applying them to reduced graphs. Davidson’s -m&hod
for optimaljy breaking Zcycles -has time compiexity
O(d) for an n-vertex graph. The advantages of reduction here are .,obvious.* b“ addition, construction of pra
cedence graphs was sin@.i6ed, by Lemma &I, sjnce
interference edges need :only be drawn to the first. node
that writes a given item.

&?8ti@U

The fact that a problem is N&complete does not
mean that instances of it diicult to solve, only that they
may be diffi’zult to solve optimally. For the optimistic
protocol. to be of practical. importance, however, efficient
heuristics that usually give good results must be found.

A number’ of simulation runs were made to estimate
the amount of compression that reduction can give. The
results were very encqqgiqg even nnder high-baekout
conditions (backout rates around 4j9%), th9 pumber of
nodw in the graph was typically r.educed by more than
49%. Under low-backout conditions (ratea, of 49% or
less), the number was reduced far axor?;90% wm typical.
About 3/4 of the compression can .be attrlxtted to
strongly-connected component construction, with the rwt
due to redundant interference’edge e&nat&
.
.i,
Preliminary simulation res&s s&ested’ that some
heuristics would perform better if they were rest&ted to
backing out transactions In only one partition. Srni;e restriction is not symmetric (rwtrietidn to one partition ‘does
‘1
not neaessarily give tbe same red&-as r&tri&ioit~ to the
other), the problem is then to pick the better ‘partition.
Graph reduction ,.providw a ‘pa&f solution: even if the
sise of each partitfon is initially Ithe same, in genera) the
sizes differ after reduction. The smaller partition can
then be used by heuristics that only consider one partition.

For
some NP-complete
problems, efficient
polynomial-time heuristics with good worst-case error
bounds have been found. (Examples -can be found in
[GaJo79J, Chapter 6; errors are measured ss the relative
size of the solution found by the heuristic to the actual
minimum.) For PM, straightforward methods such as
iteratively backing out the transaction of Iowest weight
until the graph is acyclic have worst-case errors of O(n)
for a graph of n nodes. In fact, even the best of the
known heuristics has an error bound of O(n/Iog(n))
(WrSk33J, which is too large to be of any practical
signi&ance.’ Thus, the decision was made to restrict
attention to fast heuristics with O(n) possible error to
see if their performance was adequate.
To gain understanding of heuristic solutions, and to
compare the relative performance of different solutions,
computer simulation of random transactions in a Z
partition DDB,was used. (This approach was also taken
in JDavi32], which contains independent results of simulating several strategies on Zpartition DDBs. The results
below reflect a more extensive set of observations.)
Details on the simulation are contained in the Appendix.

‘Some restrictions on reduction wofdd be rctaay
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in thimcc.

The amount of improvement given by this
modification over the original strategies varied depending
c& the backout rate. When the rate was low (< 5%),
diflerencea were insignificant. However, as the rate rose,
the modiied strategies began to gsin; a typical example

0

o

had the backout rate dropping from 23% to 24%s, an
improvement of 14%. This is particularly sign&ant
because the improvement is greater than the differences
between the individual strategies, which were generally
less than 5%.

o

Unfortunately, relative partition sire is only a guide.
If the partitions were approximately the same size after
reduction, applying the heuristics to the larger partition
sometimes gave better resulta. In casea like this, trying
the heuristics o both partitions and taking the better
result improv J performllnce by ibout 10?6 in highbackout situations.

o

Changes in U cause approximately linear change in
the backout rate from U--O% to about fJ=50%;
thereafter, change increases the rate only slightly
(seeAppendix).
The backout rate is inversely proportional to M for
rates below about 30%.
I *
The probability distribution of data-item refeiencea
has a relatively small On the bkkout rate. Even an
80/20 diitnbution (20% of the items referenced 8Q%
of the time) incrdases the backout rate by only a few
percentage pointd over a n$form distributioi. Thus,
the use of a uniform.diitribution
by the sidnnlations
is reasonable.
If WRITESETs between, pa$tionS do not overlap,
backout ratea drop dramati&lfy (see&endix).

4.8. Udng Optimi8tic

4.2. Puuneter

2,
For optimistic commit to be worthwhile in a DDB,
the costs of the protocol must ‘be o&eighed b$ the co&
of delaying. transactions., We can .expreas thip relationship for n transactions ss follows:

scnclitivity

A change in solne simulation parameters affects the
output more than a change in others. The parameters for
this simulation were:
(1) NJ, IV2

DE > A(n) + (B + C]b(n)n, where

number of transactions in partition 1
and 2, respectively

2

A(n) is the cost of running the backout selection
algorithm

(2) M

data-items in the database

(3) z

average no. of data-items referenced
by a transaction

B

is the average cost of bacltmg out a transaction (may include a penalty cost)

(4) RO

average percentage of read-only transactions

C

is the average cost of reexecuting a tra&action

(5)

average percentage of da&items
updated in each non-read-only trans&ion

D

is the average cost of delaying a transaction

u

b(n) is the fraction of transactions backed out

o

that an ordinary DDB, when partitioned, would typi&lly
be able to run about half of the transactions bubmitted
(using voting or some other method). In the &r&e&s
used in our simulations, A’( n)=An. In this case,we cm

Holding the ratio (Nl+ N2)/M constant and all
other parameters &ted (including the ratio Nl/N2)
gives

,,

The f term on the left side of,the inequality reflects

The simulations provided the following ‘results. (The
Appendix contains graphs illustrating some of these.)
o

commit

a constant backout rate, ss was expected.

rearrange this equation to 2(i$

The backout rate is sensitive to changes in RO
throughout its range (seeAppendix).

> 6(n). For valui

of n satisfying this inequality, it will be advantage&i to
use optimistic cqwt.
Mosi of the parameters involved
should be fairly easy to estimate ‘for a given database sy+
tern.

%I this and moatothercasea,the numberof simulstionrampka
wsa 100 to 150, which waneu&ient to makethe 96% eoaOdencein(err& on the backout raten kea than one percemtagepoint.
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4.4. A Probabilbtic Model

bility that a predecessoris either not in a 2-cycle or not a

In this section we develop a probabilistic model that
can be used to estimate the backout rate of a set of transactions as a function of the parameters used by the computer simulation. We consider two types of cotiict - 2cycles caused by writewrite interference and direct
dependency effects of those %cycles - and estimate the

dependency parent of Tb is 1-F

the probability that dI predeeeasorsare either not in a Z
cycle or not dependency parents of Tb fr

number of nodes removed due to both types.‘o

Tb is counted in NRD is then

First, we estimate NTC, the number of nodes in one
partition that are in 2-cycles. (We wilJ consider Pl for
purposes of exposition. In addition, we will use RO and
U ss fractions rather than percentagce in order to simplify the formulas.) Only an update transaction, of which
there are Nl(l-RO)=NRW, can be involved in a !&cycle.
The average number of items updated by such a transaetion is Z*U: As long as the total number of update refee
encea‘by transactions in P8, NS*Z*(l-RO)*U = NUP, is
<< M, we can use NUP ss the number of items updated
in P2. Then for an update trams&ion T in Pl, the

(*) l-(l-~(l-(~~~~-‘~l-Ro)

probability
. that .a given item T writea ia net written in

\

I

and the probabflity that no item T

writes is written in Pg is

Thus; the pre

babilitv that some item written by-T is also written in

(1-F

, and

The probability that

(f -( ~~]~mlH’qRol.

In order to 2nd the expected number of nodes
removed strictly due to dependency effects, we must sum
(t) from A=1 to k=NI and multfply by the chpeeted
fraction of non-Zcvcle nodes (XTC/Nl). First. we deffne

number of nodea removed hue to dependoney effects fs ’

problem is non-trivial (ie. U > 0, RO < MO%, ate.)

O<u<l,

and we can use the. identity

E &‘-’
b-1

1-a

to

rewrite the summation as
making

the

total

number

of

nodes baekd

out

NTC+ NiD.

PE (i.e. that T is in a !&cycle)is IThe expected number of transactions in Pl- involved in
Scycles ia simply PTC*NR W=NTC.

4.6, Compuiron

Second, we estimate NRD, the number of nodes
backed out because they are dependency children of
nodes in NTC. The relevant nodes are those that are not
involved in Zcycles, but have dependency parents that
are. Let XTC be the number of nodes not involved in
Zcyclw, i.e. Nl-NTC. The probability that a node in

The probabilistic model was compared with a wfde
variety of simulation runs in order to determine the
agreement between the two. Agreement was excellent,
generally within 10%. Since the di&encse in praetfee
would be a&ted at least as much by factors mch as the
variance of the transaction size, this fs quite +tbfactory.

XTC
Pl is not involved in a 2-cycle is ~1.

Simul&~n

Only update

transactions can have dependency descendants or be
involved in 2-cycles, and the expeeted number of update
transactions preceding Tb, the kth node h the serial
schedule for Pl, is (k-I)(l-RO). The probability that a
given predecessorof Th is both in a Zcycle arid a depen-

-NTC

nlth

so the proba-

‘~avi82] considemthe rame eRecta,but nsing a much more ree
tricted model. A more detailed model imcontsiaed in ~rSkS3~.

6. Dfaeum~ion
The significant results of this paper are
(1) New techniques allowing sign&ant
size of precedence graphs..

reduction in the

(2) New complexity results, particularly the case of multiple partitions in which all fnterference edgee lie on
Zcycles.
(3) Improvements in heuristia and analysis of the
impact that reduction Pas on ltemistfe performance.

c
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The graph reduction results are important for several
reasons. First, they simplify construction of the pre
cedence graph, since interference edges need only run to
the first node that writes a given item, not to all of them.
This reduces the memory needed to construct the graph,
since the graph-construction program needs only a table
of “first writes,” not a list of all writes. Second, they
make the graph smaller. Third, their use does not
degrade the performance of the heuristics studied in this
paper. Fourth, and perhaps most important, restricting
heuristics to one partition only and using the smaller partition after reduction can improve the backout rate of the
heuristics studied.

[WrSk83] Wright, D.D., and Skeen, D. “Managing Partitioned Databases,” Technical Report TR 83547, Dept. of Computer Science, Cornell
University, March 1983.

Appendix
This section discussessome details ,of the simulation
and provides sample graphs that show the sensitivity of
the simulation output to changes in the parameters. For
a more complete discussion, see prSk83].
The simulations used. pseud@randomly generated
transactions with the parameters defined earlier. Dataitem references were uniformly distributed over the date
base in the simulation.’ Update-set sizes had a binomial
distribution and transaction sizes were exponentially distributed.
A wide variety of strategies were used in the simulations, but two emerged ss preferable. Both were originally described in PaviSZ]. They are:
(a) Davidson strategy #2. Iteratively break all Bcycles
by removing the node with lower weight.
(b) Davidson strategy #3. Break all kcycles by removing the node in partition 1. (As described in an earlier section, the performance of this heuristic can be
improved by applying it to the smaller partition.)
If the precedence graph was not acyclic after all Gcycles
had been broken, a minimum-weight node removal strategy was used to finish the job.
All other strategies considered had performance
essentially similar to Davidson #3, although they were
slightly inferior to it. While Davidson #3 did not always
give the best performance, it was typically as good or
better than any of these other strategies on a given example.
The Davidson #2 strategy wss distinctly different.
It had better performance under low-backout conditions,
but was worse under high-backout conditions. The point
at which it became worse varied, but wss usually around
a backout rate of 1520%. Since optimistic commit
probably would be used under low-backout conditions,
this strategy would be the one of choice. (There remains
the possibility of using Davidson’s optimal 2-cycle breaking algorithm. However, since this has time complexity
O(ns), it would be.infeasible for large values of n. A fsster approach would be to try several heuristics and use
the best result.)
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‘Except in experiments measuring the eRectaof changing this
distribution.
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One note about costs should be made. The backout
rates in this report are simply the number of transactions
backed out as a percentage of all transactions. This is
not an accurate reflection of all environments. In particular, since backing out a readonly transaction does not
require changes to the database, it may be more ressonable to give readonly transactions a weight of zero.
Simulations run using this cost function showed relatively
little change from the regular costs when backout rates
were low. However, as the rates rose, the modified function had increasingly better performance. For example,
when the original rate wss S%, the modified cost was 6%.
On the other hand, an original rate of 30% dropped to
17%. These results reflect the number of readonly transactions that are in the dependency sets of backed-out
update transactions.
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